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Subscription Information 

 

A number of members have contacted me to ask the amount to pay for 

their annual subs, and what by what methods they can make payment. 

 

All subscriptions will be from April to April, but if your subs fall due be-

fore April 2009 your in luck. Pay by the due date but your subs will be 

covered upto April 2010! 

 

Payments can be made the good old way of cash or cheque; (made pay-

able to FISTS) and sent to The membership sec , M0CDL (address on pre-

vious page) 

 

Or if you’re feeling all modern we can take PayPal payments to 

subs@fists.co.uk but whatever way you pay please include your fists 

membership number with the payment. 

 

Any overpayments will be considered a donation and are always very 

gratefully received ! 
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Welcome to Summer 

 

 Well its only a couple of months since the last edition and since 

then I have been working on the web site, it is rather out of date with 

not all the editions of keynote on there and the membership lists on 

there are out of date too. I hope to have it sorted in the next month or 

so (I Hope) . 

 The weather as been very kind to us of late and we have taken 

the chance to get a short break in, we recently bought one of those 

folding campers that can be stored in a standard size garage. It seems 

ideal for us and Chris seems to like it which is always a worry. I hope 

we can get chance to get away later in the year a couple of times with 

it .  

 Last edition I asked if anyone had any old equipment that would 

be suitable for my schools newly formed radio club, well I was very 

pleased with the response, I’m not going to embarrass people by put-

ting in names but we have received equipment that will get the club 

running on 180m through to 70cms which is great, I popped over to 

Wales to see one member and pick up some equipment that he kindly 

donated and also picked up a cheque that helped us buy some of the 

smaller bits and pieces that the club needed.  A big thank you from me 

and the school for the kind donations received. 

 On the job front I had a shock just after the last edition went to 

press, My manager was called into the office and told that one of us 

was going to be made redundant , and guess who it was going to be! 

Redundancies seem to follow me around, so for a week or so I was 

feeling down with everything, but things turned out all the better for 

me. The school have been happy with me acting as a teacher for them 

and I have been offered a job there as a teacher of ICT and will be 

starting my new job in Sept. So no redundancy for me this time I’m 

glad to say!  

 Only problem I can see is the Donnington rally, normally I am 

there for the two days (Friday and Saturday) but this year i may only be 

able to go on the Saturday. I hope other club officials can look after Fri-

days 
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FISTS Who’s Who? 

 

Many members that I  meet at rallies often comment on they have no idea of 

who does what and so don't know who to contact for their questions. I Hope 

this helps. 

 

Editor: Paul Webb  M0BMN   E-mail paul@fists.co.uk   Contact Details:- 

40 Links Road, Penn,  

Wolverhampton   WV4 5RF    

Tel : 01902 338973    

 

If you have any comments on the content or distribution of Keynotes then I’m 

your man! Also if you need info about Rallies that we are attending or if you 

have any articles for publication. 

 

Treasurer and Membership Secretary     

John Griffin M0CDL E-mail John@fists.co.uk 

35 Cottage Street,  

Kingswinford  DY6 7QE 

 

If you have questions about subs due or membership applications the please 

contact John for help. 

 

Activity Manager: Robert Walker M0BPT Email Activitys@fists.co.uk    

87A. Whitehall road 

West Bromwich B70 0HG 

 

Any comments and feedback about any of the Activities that FISTS  run or infor-

mation for inclusion in  the contests and activities section of the newsletter can 

be sent to Rob. 

 

QSL Manager: Chuck  Spence M0AVW E-mail  m0avw1@ntlworld.com 

Contact Details:- 

32 Woodford Walk 

Harewood Park,  

Thornaby.,  TS17 0LT    

 

 QSL cards and questions about the FISTS QSL Buro should be addressed to 

Chuck who looks after the Sub managers for different calls 
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News Group / Forum Manager M0BLT 

Mark  Waldon   E-mail forum@fists.co.uk 

 

Mark looks after the Yahoo group FISTS and can help with any problems you 

may have with accessing the forum or issues arising from it. 

 

Club Sales Officer: Anne Webb  Email Sales@fists.co.uk 

40 Links Road, Penn , 

Wolverhampton, WV4 5RF 

 

If you’re looking for club badges, QSL cards ,car stickers etc Anne’s your Man, 

err Woman Hi. 

 

There are other people that help with the running of FISTS. 

We have a number of QSL Sub managers  that are working hard in the back-

ground to keep fists alive and well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EU &DX members. If you wish to receive any qsl cards from stations you have 

worked, could you please send postage in either UK£, US$, or Euro to M0AVW. 

73.  Chuck. 

G4's. 
Mr Jim Steel - M0ZAK 
6 CENTRAL AVENUE 
Shepsted 
LE12 9HP 

G3's 
Mr Grant Merrils - G0UQF 
2 East Street 
Darfield 
Barnsley 
S73 9RE 

G1,G2,G5,G6,G7,G8  
& Specials.GB,GX etc. 
Mr Rob Walker - M0BPT 
87A Whitehall Road 
West Bromwich  
B70 0HG 

G0's 
Mr Selwyn Auty 
3 Rochford Cres 
Boston 
PE21 9AE 

M0's, M5's, M3's 2E0's etc 
Mr Glenn Waring - M0AYI 
7 Tynedale Terrace. 
Annfield Plain 
Stanley 
Durham 
DH9 7TZ 

Wales & SWL 
Mrs Mandy Spence 
32 Woodford Walk 
Thornaby 
Cleveland 
TS17 0LT   
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 stand and will report back in the next edition . 

Telford rally could also be a possibility and again i will report back on 

that. 

 I had many people contact me about Mary’s article about CW and 

ask for her disks, I have listened to them and they are really a great aid 

for anyone trying to improve from the 12 wpm level. The disks are that 

good we are going to put a package together of two practice disks 

(normal CD format) and a printed booklet with all the read backs for 

you to check how well you doing, the booklet is rather thick and so to 

cover postage and printing costs we will have to make a small charge 

for them, the charge will just cover production costs and postage so its 

likely to be around the £1 to £1.50 . I will have more details in  the next 

edition and maybe before that if you have access to the clubs web site. 

  

A few members have again asked me about a club project but numbers 

are still to low to make it worth while for us to call it a “club” project. 

One thing constructors may like to look at is a small three band radio 

called the PFR3.  This little set is supplied as a kit from the Hendricks Kit 

Company in the USA for about $200 plus shipping.  

 
 

I bought my PFR3 second hand with the paddles (see picture) for about 

£130 and I would recommend the set to anyone that fancies a little 

homebrew over the coming winter. 

The PFR3 is very much like the 
Elecraft KX1, it as a built in man-
ual ATU and battery pack, gives 
5 watts output @ 12 volts and 
covers 40,30, and 20m as stan-
dard Performance seemed very 
good and I am very happy with 
it. 
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THE AIR WOP'S JOB - 1944 101 Squadron            John G0LYY 

 

The first duty of the day was to collect a small fully charged accumula-

tor from the Acc Section. You took this out to your "kite" for the DI 

(Daily Inspection). It could be a good mile, but most of us had bikes. 

First job was to change the intercom batteries,. Then you checked the 

crew's helmets for intercom. Then you checked all the intercom 

points. There were a lot of these, not only at crew positions. 

 

Then you checked your own equipment, the dear old 1154/1155. I 

must say I liked using this. My first experience of air operating was 

with the old 1082/1083. This was rather crude in comparison. The re-

ceiver was TRF, with reaction, and was tuned by reference to calibra-

tions. To change bands on the Tx, you juggled around with a collection 

of bulky plug in coils. 

 

Checking the 1154 included making a brief call to the Base station. For 

security reasons we did not use the squadron call sign, which was 

changed every trip. As our regular kite was E Easy I would call on the 

key "T8Q v E". It always amused me to send and receive that lonely 

dot. Towards the end we used de instead of v, in line with the Ameri-

cans. We also used their phonetic alphabet. In the early war years we 

were still using the same phonetics as in WW1 - Ack, Beer, Charlie, 

Don, etc. This included Monkey, Nuts, Orange, Pip, and of course F 

Freddie, made famous by the film "Target for Tonight”. We were not 

allowed to forget the American phonetics. Except on mornings after 

night ops we were woken by the Tannoy announcing in stentorian 

tones, "The phonetic alphabet at present in use is as follows: - A Able, 

B Baker, C Charlie, etc." Now we have a different one again, and the 

odd thing is that I remember those old ones better than the current 

one.! 
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Going back to those brief calls, they were made every day, so that there 

was no sudden_ outburst of calls to inform the enemy that a raid was 

on. From this point radio silence was the order of the day. In the early 

war film "Target for Tonight" there was no end of chat between Base 

and all the aircraft taking part, which was a complete give away that 

something was on. We were very naïve in those early days. In 1944 

messages from the control tower were sent by Aldis lamp If it was any-

thing, it was usually "Scrubbed!" though even that was usually indicated 

by firing off a rocket. Once it was, "Take off put back one hour"! 

 

By the time we had finished our DIs we usually knew whether there was 

anything on, or "Stand down". If the latter, that was our work for the 

day. Some said we had an easy war. So it was - if we got back! 

 

 John GOLYY 

 

Thanks John, and I would be interested in the Bathtub Key Story too. 

Paul M0BMN 

 

Comments on Mary’s CW Article in last edition. 

 

I have received many letters and emails about Mary’s article and re-

ceived  a few phone calls too.  Here is  a example of one of the letters I 

have received on this subject. 

 

Dear Paul,  

 

Further along from your answer machine I wish to add that I had great 

pleasure from reading the item in "Key Note "from GONZA Mary. I have 

never met Mary but have heard her on 2 meters mostly in the early 90's 

when I was studying for my CW test Would you please send me all that 

you may have, copy wise of her CW. 

I have many years ago contacted her by letter and written telling her of 

her  ability in sending and how enjoyable it is to hear it. 
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Having had a stroke at the start of my time of going in for the RAE I also 

went in for the novice exam while waiting for the result of my RAE but 

passed both. But I think my health or condition seemed to have an ef-

fect of keeping people at a distance from me. SO for one reason or an-

other I have never got to use anything other than 2 meters. But al-

though not being on the air for near on 20 years I do play Morse tapes 

now moving onto CD's my rig is FM only and I have never sent any CW 

over the air, seriously thinking now if possible to get a HF set-up and 

giving it a go before my clock runs out, talk about being on my last legs 

I have difficulty in standing up never mind walking. Anyway Paul I have 

put a packet in with my address on it and a few stamps hoping you 

think that is alright, if it isn't let me know and I will adjust what ever. 

 

Bob    

 

Cheers Bob, I hope the disks are with you by now and sorry for the de-

lay.      Paul M0BMN 

 

 

If you recall I mentioned that I have had a few people contact me 

about including ALL Narrow modes in FISTS. As I expected this did gen-

erate a few comments from members. 

 

The Editor: Paul Webb 

from 

Ken Evans MOAQQ membership number 2897 

 

Dear Paul, with reference on page 33 of Keynote regarding the inclu-

sion of all narrow band modes, I feel our founder Geo would not like 

the dilution of his International Morse Preservation Society away from 

the club goals as stated on the front cover. However should enough 

members be interested, maybe an optional supplement with an in-

creased subscription for those wishing to receive it might be an op-

tion ? 
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I am having a dabble at D780/PSK31 myself having bought a Signalink 

Usb interface and 5 watts from a Kenwood TS570dg. I am frustrated 

that my typing skill is so poor, I would have a cw over sent while I 

search the keyboard for the letters. I feel the pre-prepared (macros) 

messages are ok for a quick "rubber stamp" qso but impersonal. 

 

I also think that many of the PSK3 I operators would benefit from learn-

ing the cw list of abbreviations and procedurals, many send K when KN 

is required, it would be so much quicker and better and = could be sent 

for separation. As yet I have not seen anyone using mobile phone style 

text (yet), as a student wanted to when I once took over a CW teaching 

class for a few weeks at the radio club. 

 

Hoping these comments are of interest to you (it has taken me ages to 

do), with best regards keep  up the good work. 

 

Ken M0AQQ 

 

Regards the suggestion of " permitting PSK31/narrow modes etc 

my  reply would have to be NO.  It would destroy the whole meaning 

and purpose of the club. As far as getting younger amateurs to use 

Morse; if they really want to do it they will. If they don't, then don't 

waste any time or effort trying to cajole them into it.  

73 de  Pete G3ICH. 6442. 

 

The above couple of letters are typical of those that I have received, no 

one is in favour of widening the club for any other narrow modes, Since 

a couple of members asked me to see what the general opinion was I 

asked the question but I think its clear that the members want FISTS to 

remain a CW only club and not dilute it with other modes. I must admit I 

agree with this and I hope Fists remain the CW club for years to come.  

 

Paul M0BMN 
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The Key to it All  (2E1RAF) 

  

Back in the last millennium, when Officers of HM Royal Air Force were 

teaching me to send and receive the Morse Code at ridiculous speeds 

(would that I could still send 40 WPM on a straight key), I was intro-

duced to the  Air Ministry KEY, MORSE, TYPE D REF No.10A/7373. An 

appropriate nomenclature for what is, I argue, the best straight key in 

the world. Sadly I did not appreciate that fact for many years to come. 

  

Probably the best key in the world 

The Type D was designed, and destined to be, the standard ground 

communications key in RAF service for a number of years, in fact, as far 

as I know, it was never superseded whilst Morse was still being used as 

a mode of communication in the service; thousands of them must have 

been produced and regularly abused by Telegraphists and Wireless Op-

erators in the service. 

  

As supplied, the key weighs in at a couple of pounds, is constructed 

from sturdy brass bar and fittings, adorning a well engineered Bakelite 

base together with a knob and case of the same material. It will not 

move around on the bench, even when it is not bolted or screwed 

down as per the design and installation requirements. 

  

The weight of the instrument is one of the factors which make it such a 

good key. The other ‘secret ingredient’ is the fact that the ‘down’ con-

tact close to the operating knob is mounted on a Phosphor Bronze leaf, 

which flexes when depressed, gives a natural cleaning motion to the 

two parts of the (Silver) contacts, and cushions the hammer blow which 

was the cause of the ‘glass elbow’ suffered by so many of the early pro-

fessional telegraphers. Today we would call it a Repetitive Strain Injury 

(RSI). Having sent many a thousand group message, with repetitions, I 

know just what they mean. 
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Ritual abuse 

As experienced Professionals back in the 1960’s we of course knew 

better than the designers of the equipment we were using. The first 

thing to go was the Bakelite cover. Frankly if you were to properly 

address the key it got in the way, I still use mine sans cover, it just 

feels natural to me. Thousands of Bakelite covers must have been 

ditched or broken; Bakelite, by its very nature is Frangible (look it 

up). We used to have a drawer in every Commcen devoted to the 

things, I wish I had a couple now, I have two of the keys, one lid, and 

that is cracked.  The only exception to the rule was when, on the 

odd occasions. We exercised CW on the +80V/-80V Teleprinter key-

ing lines. The theory was if radio conditions on RTTY were really bad 

we could back it up with CW. I was bitten by 160V AC once. 

  

The second unlawful Modification was to insert a penny, old style, 

under the PB spring. This had the effect of ‘hardening’ the action on 

the contact and making the dots crisper. I doubt if it had any effect, 

other than to hasten the onset of RSI. Interestingly when I acquired 

my first example of the key it had a penny under the spring. Once 

extracted the coin bore the date 1947 and that arc which had been 

under the spring was shiny and new, the rest of it was tarnished 

with age. How is that for dating and provenance? 

  

Morse on a knife edge 

Really experienced operators used to liberate a knife from the mess 

and use it with the key. Remember those knives with the heavy solid 

handle and the springy blade? Loosen the knob, insert the end of 

the blade under it and screw it up as tight as possible. File a groove 

in the end of the blade to make sure it will not slip out. 

Send your Morse with the Knob as usual but when you come to a 

series of Dots, hit the blade and let go, this has a ‘Vibroplex’ effect 

and sends a decaying string of dots. I must confess I never mastered 

this technique, but it was wonderful to watch in the hands of a Mas-

ter. I went on to learn sideways Morse on an original Eddystone 

‘Bug’ 
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I still use my Type D on the odd 

occasion when a Straight Key 

event is on the air, I am not as 

fast as I used to be but still fairly 

accurate, like falling off a bike! 

Does anyone know the secret of 

bulling up Bakelite to its pristine 

condition? And has anyone got a 

spare Bakelite cover? 

 

Type ‘D’ and issue knife 

courtesy of Terry G4PSH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for the article Roy Hope to catch up with you again soon!.. 

Hi  Paul 

  

I rediscovered an unusual bit of memorabilia 

today - my "Heathkit Practice PCB" which 

came with a kit many years ago.  I never did 

practice soldering with it, but it turned out 

to be handy for neatly bending resistor 

leads! 

Heathkit Nostalgia    From  Graham Smith 
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The Key to Unlocking the Past          By Ray Bullock G0EML 3774 

 

Sat down on one of those lazy Sunday afternoons my mind was to 

drift back into the past, the history of the key has come a long way I 

thought? As my mind was to race and run though the periods and 

events of our Telegraphy past 

 

The word Telecommunication was first used by the French Author 

and Engineer Edouard Estanie in 1904, the word is derived from the 

Greek Tele, which means at a distance, Far or remote. 

And communication is from the word (Communicatio) Latin 

 

People have sought to overcome the physical barrier of distance by 

what ever means that were available at that particular period of his-

tory, we are of course well aware that the early Greek sailor’s used 

pigeons to convey messages to the coast from as early as 3000 years 

B, this same method was used by the Egyptians and the Roman Ar-

mies 

This reminded me of a few Heathkit kits I've put together in the past: a 

domestic-style transistor radio, (believe it or not) a dot-matrix printer, 

10 watt 2m P.A. and an HW7 QRP CW transceiver.  Also, my first ever 

transmitter was a second-hand DX-100U which could put out about 

100 watts of CW or AM.  It worked really well aside from on 10m, 

where there was a bit too much drift for CW.  Switching to "transmit" 

caused a satisfying metallic twanging noise. Combined with the mas-

sive size, it felt "powerful" in a way tiny modern transceivers just don't 

match. 

  

Sadly of course Heathkit is now just a memory, but at least there are 

plenty of suppliers of very nice amateur radio kits around today. 

  

73 de Graham G3ZOD FISTS #8385          Thanks Graham   
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The best known visual telegraphy was named after its inventor the 

French engineer Claude Chappe, He built a Telegraph system al-

lowed visual messages to be sent Communicated from a Tower or 

hill to another this was installed mainly on high ground so this could 

be viewed some distance by telescope over a distance of 10 miles 

providing the weather and visibility was good, the Chappe system of 

telegraphy by visual means consisted of a large mast that had a ro-

tating crossbeam located at the top, On The crossbeam and located 

at either end was fastened a signal arm, 

 

Then by the use of a series of wheels cranks and wires were then 

used to place the signal arms and beam into a variety of combina-

tions, pulling the ropes to rotate the pointer to the desire position, 

each signal corresponding with a coded word or phase of the mes-

sage would be selected A total of 256 combinations were possible. 

 

Claude Chappe telegraphs Sys-

tem  
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In the southern part of England we had similar system that was to use 

holes and shutters this was developed by Lord George Murray, 

In September 1846 we had Cooke and Wheatsone Company with the 

first Public Telegraphy service in Belgium, 

 

The Englishman William Fothergill Cooke (1806-1879 saw a demonstra-

tion of the needle telegraph in Bonn in 1835 by Schilling Von Cannstadt 

liking the idea Cooke teamed up with the self taught professor Charles 

Wheatsone (1802-1875, The two produced their five needle telegraph 

which was clearly a copy of Schillings work, 

 

The London & North western Railway Company had the first public trial 

of the system on the 25
th

 July 1837 along the railway line between Cam-

den town and Euston Square over a distance of 2 miles but the system 

proved to be expensive due to the six wires needed in the cabling  

 

But by 1850 this was to give way to the Electric telegraph pioneered by 

Wheatstone, Cooke and Edison.  

Soon I was to think about how are modern day Paddles & Keys have 

evolved from that very memorable day of May 24
th

 1844 

1844 

 

 You are of course well a wear of that that very special and great day that 

Alfred Vail, Who was just one of Samuel Morse’s assistants, produced to 

the world that crude but effective instrument named the correspondent 

Key, 
 

     Drawing by Ray BullockG0EML 
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Yes it was simply a flexible strip of metal that you could depress to 

bring the contacts together, thus producing the code to send from 

Washington to Baltimore a distance of 66kms 

Encourage by the feat Alfred Vail was to produce just six months 

later a much better style of key Namely the Lever correspondent,  

All the metal parts of the Key were made from Brass including the 

contacts which unfortunately was to let it down, 

 Brass being soft metal was soon to wear down the contacts and 

made the lever sloppy and move from side to side causing a great 

problem for the sender. 
 

 

     Drawing by Ray BullockG0EML 

1848 

 

By 1848 some 4yrs later we were to see the introduction of the 

wonderful looking Camelback Key so named due to the very large 

curved back to the keys lever, which looked like the hump of a 

camel, This exaggerated designed shape was produced to help the 

lever fall back automatically into place after the action of keying. 

 

Remember that there were no key makers at the time, so all the 

keys were made to order by instrument makers, Charles Chubbuck 

of (New York) Chester Brothers (New York) and Thomas Hall of 

Boston were the first instrument makers to make the Camelback 

key to order 
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In The late 1840 Charles Chubbuck invented the small pony sounder 

with that he saw the possibility of mounting the sounder and a key as 

a form of portable telegraph station, 

 

This was to be known as  a KOB 

Yes you’ve got it Key on Base 

 

The Camelback Key 
 

 
 

Drawing By Ray Bullock G0EML 

 

1850 

 

Samuel Finley Breeze Morse had a number of assistants one such 

chap was Thomas Avery he was to introduce the coil spring 

Suddenly the key was to have a much better feel, Balance, and action 

now, and so with the coil spring placed in the centre for better bal-

ance the heavy weight and curve of the lever was no longer needed 
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1860 

 

It was not until 1860 that L G tillotson Company started commercial 

manufacture of telegraph instruments 

George M Phelps of the western Union made Changes to the Camel-

back key in his search for perfection he understood the need for the 

coil spring so added the provision to make adjustments to the 

spring’s tension. By 1874 the lever began to smooth down as can be 

seen in the C W Lewis Keys of the western Electric Company. 

 

1881 

 

James H Bunnell Received a patent that was to be accepted by all of 

the major Telegraph companies, he was to produce the steel lever 

key that was cast as a single unit, 

 

In order for the contacts to make a good firm connection The fulcrum 

or trunnion was cast as one piece, an example of what I mean can be 

seen on my drawing of a solid fulcrum. 
 

 

Drawing By Ray Bul- lock G0EML 
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Many of you have of course heard about Samuel Morse’s first trans-

mission of his telegraph Message may 24th 1844 from Washington to 

Baltimore but unfortunately very few have heard about what is con-

sidered to be his last telegraph message 

 

Statue 

Yes just 27 Years later Samuel Finley Breeze Morse was approaching 

his 80
th

 birthday; He was to give an impressive technical demonstra-

tion on the capabilities of the Telegraph  

Saturday the 10
th

 June 1871 the day selected for the celebration in 

New York City; the celebration would involve the unveiling of a statue 

of Morse in central park 

 

L G Tillotson & co Of 8 Dey st New York the major telegraph manufac-

turer open there shop and offered free tickets to telegraphs and their 

families for the celebration in central park, 

The shop had a fine display set up in the store, fine examples of keys, 

sounders, and relays, registers etc, 

This must have been a very smart thing to do by Tillotson as I am sure 

that they must have sold many items associated with telegraphy, 
 

Tillotson Hospitality continued during the day as they gave a boat 

cruise on the steamer James Frisk Jr a 3-hour cruise around Manhat-

tan with food baskets and music provided to nearly one thousand 

passengers 

In Port that day steam whistles blew from all the Passing steamers 

and ships from around the world in honour of Morse, the ships also 

presented their country flags  

 

It was said to be a wonderful day the weather also on the side of the 

visiting telegraphers, it’s said that the crowd that day reached 10,000 

The telegraphers distinguished themselves amongst the crowd by 

wearing badges of white ribbon upon their coats, Jackets and 

dresses, 
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It’s said that the beautiful Telegrapher Miss Sadie E Cornwell from 

the western union was escorted to the Auditorium of the academy 

music were the evenings event took place, 

Yes there were many woman telegraphers, a great deal of them as 

the years were to progress especially during the period of the Ameri-

can civil war as many of the male telegraphers were sent to the front 

 

The Auditorium was filled to standing room capacity some 500 seats 

were provided on the stage alone as there were so many prominent 

guests in attendance 

Samuel Morse entered the Auditorium to be greeted by ladies wav-

ing their handkerchiefs and a very loud cheer from the crowd, 

Morse was then eighty and probably the first US Telegrapher to 

reach that age, there were many well know persons sat at the table 

as Morse was to take his place. 

 

In Morse’s first Telegraph message in 1844 he sent what hath god 

wrought, this message was suggested by Annie Ellisworth so he was 

very pleased to be seated near to her It’s said that the Auditorium 

fell silent maybe you could have heard a pin Drop as Miss Sadie 

Cornwell took her place at the table 

 

She sent 

 

Greeting and thanks to the telegraph fraternity throughout the 

world. 

 

Glory to God in the Highest, on Earth peace, Goodwill to men 

 

The time was 9.00pm it was sent as prearranged on all lines going to 

the principle cities and towns of United States and Canada. 
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The father of Morse was soon to take the stand, he was lead to the 

table the crowd cheered as he took his seat and reached for the key, 

the hall was a sea of white ribbons as hundreds of telegraphers 

strained to hear as they leaned forward. 

Morse slowly sent his signature with a steady hand 

 

 

S…   F.-.   B-…   M--  0. . R. ..  S…  E. 
 

 

Note that this is American Morse and not the later International 

Morse 

 

Telegraphers in Stations like Washington, New Orleans, and San 

Francisco Quickly sent a reply to the father of the telegraph, 

As Morse’s message was relayed world wide greetings and similar 

messages were received late into the evening from stations in Hong 

Kong, Bombay, Now Mumbai, and Singapore etc. 

 

Thus the father of the telegraph bids farewell to his children. 

 

The Tribute to Morse proved timely, Ten Months Later He Passed 

away  Samuel Finley Breeze Morse Was born April 27
th

 1791 

 

As the years progressed many great key makers and key names were 

to follow such Keys as The railroad strap key that is actually a minia-

turised version of the Alfred Vail correspondent key, 

 

The Wizard, the Davis key 1860, the Victorious victor Key Made by 

Tillotson1882, 
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The Double speed key made by the Bunnell Company 1888, more 

popularly know as the side swiper, 

 

 
Sideswiper, 

 

And then the lovely Plumb key with its circular base frame manufac-

tured in buffaloin1884, 

There were many key makers to many to mention, 

 

This was like the internet of the day, everybody taking on this new 

found technology, with vigour Soon the telegrapher was looking to 

improve there sending ability and also there speed, not only was the 

operator the man behind the key but also behind the improvements, 

The semi-automatic keys (Bugs) speed keys, they made there impact 

onto the telegraph world in 1904 with Vibroplex keys Made Horace G 

Martin 

 

Maybe we can cover these semi-automatic keys as time progresses 

 

Ps the Lever Correspondent and the Camelback key can still be pur-

chased today, the replica is done by a number of leading key Makers 

Such as Kent, Begali 
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Another Drawing of Rays 

 

Replica 
 

 

Replica by the Kent Key Co. 
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Modern camelback. 

 

So Get your Key out and unlock the Past by finding out about the 

Key or Paddle maker, 

What was the company that produced it, I’m sure so much can be 

learnt about your Favourite Key 

 

73 Ray,  

G0EML 

 

Thanks Ray, always a pleasure to read your articles, please send 

more when you have them. 

Best 73’s Paul M0BMN 
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 From the Membership Sec’ 
 

Hi all, I hope this Keynote finds you in good health, Quite a 
few new members this time, (nice to see) we have had a 
few resignations since last time! It seems to be a lack of 
members on the bands!! I must admit I haven’t been on the 
radio for quite so time, I must make some time! Like Eric 
G0OTE says in his note to me included with his subs “it’s 
nice to see members taking a few minutes to get on the ra-
dio and support the activity that Rob M0BPT puts together 
for us all”, We also have had a lack of articles to include in 
the Keynote, please it’s your magazine we need items of in-
terest to other members, if you had a Qso with so and so, or 
some Dxpedition please let us know, some of the older 
members will remember Geo’s Strawberry basket  
 
I think it would be nice to have a page or two based on 
those type of items and articles, What do you think? Please 
let us know. I had a letter from Fred G4VHH, He’s trying to 
decide whether to carry on with radio as he is suffering from 
QRM 599+++++, I’ve recently read something about fellow 
op’s having similar problems, it turned out to be something 
about BT home hubs, where the wireless system hadn’t 
worked and BT fitted a newer system with wired links to the 
internet router, and they cause horrendous noise across 
most of the Amateur bands, a call to Ofcom seems to help in 
this situation, I wonder if anyone has had this problem and 
can help Fred? I have had a couple of notifications of Silent 
Keys, I’m sorry to have to inform you of the passing of 
Member 6083 G0ADE Bob,   his daughter Lauri told me of 
his passing in October 2008,  
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Also One of our early members, Angie member number 41 G0HGA, 

she was also known as Morse lady, She passed away on May the 

9
th

, She will be sadly missed on the internet forums that she used 

to run,  

 

I know that she lost her husband about two years ago and then she 

moved to a bungalow in or near Stevenage, but she had problems 

with aerials and wasn’t so active, She was a member of the F.O.C 

(first class operators club) at some point, here’s a photo:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Angie G0HGA Memb’No 41  
 

Our Thoughts and Well wishes to the Families and Friends. 
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 So on to the New Members,:- 
 
 
14093 GI4FLG Ken   14094 G4XKH Steph 
14095 G2BFC Tim    14096 G4OWT Steve 
14097 G4ICB Brian   14098 G0GGM Brian 
14099 MM0DWF Lars   14500 G4XHK Laurence* 
14501 MI0DDW Stuart   14502 2E0GUN Alan 
14503 G0TDM John   14504 2E0MOC John 
14505 M3VPY Patrick   14506 M0SAZ Mike 
14507 G0LSG Ron    14508 DL7GEM Marcus 
14509 G6WWM    14510 M0TXR Mac 
14511 M0RGJ Sam   14512 M3BJJ Brian 
 
 Please note the new bank of membership numbers! 
 
 
 
A Warm Fists welcome to you all, please check the Fists 
activites and please jump in, don’t feel that your CW isn’t 
up to standard! The other members are very patient, I’ve 
had a lot of comments about Subs, The cost of subs de-
pends on how you decide you wish to recieve your copy of 
Keynote, The E-mailed version subs are £5 anywere in 
the world, if you live in the U.K and recieve your Printed 
copy of Keynote via the Post Office cost of subs are £6, if 
you live outside the U.K your Printed copy of Keynote via 
the Post Office will be £8, I hope this helps to clear this 
up? I think it may help if we print these details inside the 
front cover. Please keep an ear out for Roy G4PRL memb’ 
No 8997,  
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He’s hoping to be active from Sweden  in July using 
his SM6/G4PRL Call, He’s also hoping to be active 
from  Czechoslovakia, in August using his Call 
OK8AGK. So That’s all from me, I hope you all have a 
Great Summer and hopefully we’ll see some of you at 
Donnington if it goes ahead this year! I’ve heard ru-
mours that the building used for the rally is going to 
be knocked down to make way for a new grand stand 
for the British grand prix! 
 
We hope to be there but not sure at the moment. 
 vy 73 John M0CDL Memb’Sec’ ..    

Thanks John…. 

Another letter that just made it in before the printers 

deadline...Paul 

 Paul, please feel free to publish all or any of this 
as you wish. 
  
Regarding content in Key Note, I think what is missing 
is the informality of the older-style Key Notes that en-
couraged people to make less formal, short contribu-
tions without the need to write a fully fledged arti-
cle.  I know I've been guilty of this; I have ideas for 
full articles, but never quite seem to get them 
done.  On the other hand, I've found it easier to think 
up and write short pieces for Rob's Brass 
Pounder.  What I'd suggest is: 
  
(1)    Start a "Letters to the Editor" section 
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(2)    Start a "Members' News" section where people 
can tell others about what they've been up to, whether 
it be new achievements, new rigs, antennas etc. etc. 
  
Another suggestion is to "commission" some articles 
from members.  For example, I'd be quite interested to 
hear from USA, East Asia and Down Under members as 
to differences they find between the different 
"chapters". 
  
It might be nice for each Key Note issue to have a 
"featured" committee member (or prominent member) 
write an article about themselves, their interests and so 
on. 
 I'm sure other members can also submit ideas for 
articles even if they don't feel in a position to write 
them themselves. 
  
I don't know how many members there are, but I'm 
pretty sure that even if each member only wrote one 
article, you'd have enough material to last a life time of 
Key Notes!  For my own part, I WILL make the effort 
and time to write some articles. 
  
With regard to the future of the society, I would like to 
see the aims of FISTS as published on the front of Key 
Note be continued: further the use of CW, encourage 
newcomers to use Morse code and engender friendships 
amongst members.  (While band conditions and the 
sunspot cycle have not been helping in this recently, 
hopefully this will soon change!) 
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I love Morse and it was listening to FISTS members 
chatting on the air that inspired me to join FISTS some 
years ago.  I think there are plenty of other clubs and 
online "reflectors" etc. available to cater for other 
modes such as digital so I would like to see FISTS main-
tain its focus on Morse. 
 
I can see that the free membership and online maga-
zine articles have their attractions.  However, personally 
I still like to have the option to receive paper magazines 
(despite working in computing for 30 years!) and I don't 
think members who do not have, or wish to have, Inter-
net access should be excluded. 
  
Keep up the good work and 73 de Graham G3ZOD  
 FISTS #8385 
 

Thanks Graham  

Its  clear that the issue of allowing other narrow modes 

to become part of FISTS is a very sensitive one to our 

members and also clear that since I have not received 

one comment pro the idea that it’s a idea we can forget 

about and I for one am glad to see that.  

I am more than happy to include articles and comments 

from any of our overseas members and in fact would 

take this opportunity to ask any reading this to drop me 

a line with any thoughts that they may have. 

Some time ago I asked for people to send in articles 

about their setups etc but no one took me up on the 

idea but I’m open to it if members want to help me out!  

Thanks again Graham lets see what post I get. 73 Paul 
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FOR THOSE WITHIN FISTS WHO ENJOY A CHALLENGE 
 
Welcome. 
It’s been a hectic few months here at M0BPT. With the 
ongoing issues with my internet reliability, I’ve had to 
arm myself with a laptop and visit family/friends to 
“borrow” their service to check mails/FISTS duties etc. 
However, hopefully the fault has been traced and by 
the time you read this offering, I should be back to 
some sort of normality. 
 

Not a lot to report for this issue, I’ve had to consolidate 
the April and May publication of BP due to the afore-
mentioned problems, which I’ll reproduce here. Also the 
EUCW QRS week results are in, so you’ll be seeing 
those too, no doubt eagerly awaited by those who took 
part. Let’s take a look at comments and images from 
participants. 
 

I'll start with the April reports from members. Firstly 
G4LHI 
 

Hello Robert, 
I attach my claim & very brief report for the April 2009 
Activity Ladder. Very many thanks to all members and 
non members that helped with my April Ladder score of 
30 points. Conditions seem to be improving a little on 
the bands, but still a lot of deep QSB, but I’m sure that 
before too long we may get back to some good QSO’s 
again, these rubber  
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stamp QSO’s are not what we like in the Fists Club, but 
as condition are that is the best we can do and are 
lucky to get the info required for the logs. Sorry to be 
rather brief this month, but my time is limited at the 
moment for domestic reasons, look forward to May and 
better conditions and perhaps a little more free time. 
Hope some of our members took part in the EUCW QRS 
Party on Monday 27th April to Friday 1st May; unfortu-
nately I could not make it this year. 
 

73/88 to all 
 

De Peter G4LHI # 2219 
 

Thanks as ever Peter for finding time to participate and 
send in a report with your busy schedule, pass our re-
gards to Jean, and wish her a speedy return to good 
health. I'm sure all who read BP will echo my words... 
 

I had these comments from Bill, G0BAK with his April 
ladder entry, which I must confess had me smiling... 
I'm sure Bill wouldn't mind me sharing this with 
you...Read on... 
 

Hello Robert 
 

Please find attached my log for April. I nearly had a di-

vorce on my hands when I dashed home from the in 

Laws BBQ at 6PM on the 12th. I started to call CQ and 

found the band very quiet. After about 15 minutes I re-

alised I was on BST and not UTC. Realising my error I 

quickly dashed back to the In Laws  
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only to find the XYL and Kids on their way home. You 
can imagine the atmosphere as I'm sure we have all 
been there before? After things had settled down and 
around 6.55PM, I dusted off the key ready to start. The 
radio has recovered but I am sure the Paddle still has a 
few problems. 
 

Anyway Robert, I have still managed a few points for 
April with my 5 Watts and short end fed antenna. I ap-
preciate all the effort the stations put in to hear my 
weak QRP signals. I am enjoying the Ladder a lot. 
 

Many thanks 
 

Bill G0BAK Fists 13262 
 

Bill, I sympathise with you, I've been there, and I guess 
many who read this have been there too! I'm wondering 
just how much you had to grovel and how much it cost 
you to get in the YL's and children’s good books once 
again! (Hi) (I've had to do that a few times in the past 
too!) 
 

A very interesting article and report from G3ZOD 
 

WARC Challenge 
 

It's been nice to hear 30m staying open in the evenings 

and until the small hours. I've not been actively on the 

air much but have been closely monitoring propagation 

on 30m. I see it closes for a few hours overnight, al-

though on one day  
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recently it did stay open for over 40 hours without 
break. I also discovered that 12m is not quite as dead 
as I thought, although I've yet to make any contacts 
on it this year. As well as the propagation monitoring, 
I've also spent some time building and experimenting 
with a small loop antenna on 20m/30m/40m. 
 

I wasn't able to take part in the EUCW QRS Party 2009 
due to it coinciding with my wife having a week on 
leave. Okay, well, that's not the entire truth - I'm em-
barrassed to say that I completely forgot about it, but 
will try harder next year! 
 

40m Band plan Change 
 

I wonder what other members make of the band plan 
change starting in April on 40m where the CW seg-
ment's upper limit has been extended by 5 kHz from 
7.035 to 7.040? 
 

My experience on the occasions I've listened is that 
nobody has taken any notice; 7.035 to 7.040 are still 
in heavy use by digital stations. I did manage one CW 
QSO in this region. I should point out that it was on a 
clear frequency between digital signals, but required 
the maximum filtering on my receiver. My QSO part-
ner was struggling too and as a result gave me the 
slightly bizarre report of RST 399!! 
 

Ladder 
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12th April: 80m in the afternoon session was again 
disappointing. Peter G4LHI came to my rescue and 
was my only contact. I gave the evening session a try 
but with the lighter evenings, I think the propagation 
advantage is being lost now and I had a single con-
tact with Kev G4CMZ and his 2 watts QRP. 
 

26nd April: Peter G4LHI again was my only 80m con-
tact and very much appreciated. Peter's signal has 
been dwindling with me as the year progresses, but 
he still puts out the strongest (actually, now the least 
weak) signal that I can hear from the South of Eng-
land. 
 

As 80m was going nowhere, I ventured up onto 40m 
and was lucky to come across another FISTS member 
Milan OK1KW calling CQ and had a contact with him 
and also with a non-member. 
 

G4FON Loop Antenna 
 

Fellow FISTS member Dave M0GGK and I have had a 

go at building G4FON magnetic loop antennas - see 

http://www.g4fon.net/MagLoopTwo.htm. This is a 

very simple and inexpensive loop antenna for 40m, 

30m and 20m made out 5 metres of RG58 coax and a 

few other bits and pieces. It's straightforward to 

make but took a bit more time than I expected. 
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The photograph shows the finished result mi-
nus some doweling used to hold the antenna 
in a diamond shape. Note that the coax is the 
antenna, not the feeder! It uses beehive 
trimmer capacitors for tuning and a small 
toroid for coupling. Despite breaking with the 
conventional wisdom for  
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for these type of antennas (the resistance must be kept 
extremely low, and consequently using switches and 
coax rather than solid copper tubing doesn't help), it un-
doubtedly does work. My normal indoor antenna is a 
doublet wound around various upstairs rooms and works 
reasonably well on 20m and 30m, but poorly when 
transmitting on 40m. On the S-meter, the G4FON loop 
gives signals around 3dB lower but picks up much less 
noise, so signals are more readable on the loop. Both 
Dave and I found the loops very difficult to tune due to 
them being extremely sensitive to having hands near 
the tuning unit. Once tuned though, it's only a case of 
moving the two switches to change bands. While the 
loop won't be replacing my indoor wire antenna, it is fun 
to play with and will be accompanying me on any trips 
away from home. 
 

WSPR Propagation Monitoring 
 

I'm sure rigs get bored when not in use, so I've found 

some interesting activities for mine! One of these is 

WSPR - Weak Signal Propagation Monitoring. This can 

give a fascinating insight into propagation, especially on 

30m. In this system, stations effectively act as beacons 

running low power (typically between 5 watts and 100 

milliwatts). The modulation is very slow multiple fre-

quency shift keying, which allows digital processing such 

that signals can be received that are too weak to be de-

tected by the human ear (similar idea to QRSS Morse 

transmissions). Receiving stations can upload "spots" to 

a web site. 
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There are three different ways to participate in this: 
 

· To view the results of who can hear who, all that is nec-
essary is to visit this WSPRnet web page http://
wsprnet.org/drupal/wsprnet/spots. 
 

· To receive and optionally upload "spots" requires an audio 
connection from receiver to computer and the WSPR soft-
ware from W1JT at http://www.physics.princeton.edu/
pulsar/K1JT/wspr.html 
 

· To transmit requires an audio connection from computer 
to transmitter and the WSPR software. 
 

While using my simple G4FON small loop antenna on 30m, 

the results have been quite startling. The number of sig-

nals received gives an insight into when the band is open 

and where to. While the signals are, as the title suggests, 

weak, it's easy to get an idea of what contacts might be 

possible using CW. I discovered that 30m opens up be-

tween the USA and UK to a greater or lesser extent every 

evening. I was also surprised that transmitting WSPR using 

2 watts has resulted in regular reports from the USA and 

occasionally from Brazil and Australia. As an example, the 

snapshot shows a few of the spots of stations that I heard 

and that heard me while I was writing this. As luck would 

have it, the band was open into both Australia and the USA 

this evening 
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As most activity takes place on 30m, on Wednesdays, 
the WSPRnet web site suggests two other bands and 
quite a lot of participants QSY to them for the day. I 
tried this with 15m and 12m. I mostly ignore 15m as 
I rarely ever hear any signals, but was surprised that 
on the day, from mid afternoon to late evening I was 
receiving European stations. The 12m day (I discov-
ered afterwards) coincided with a sporadic E opening 
and the band stayed open into Europe from around 
7:30UTC to the early hours of the following day. I can 
now see that what I think of as "dead" bands are fre-
quently not dead at all; there's just a lack of CW sta-
tions on the air at the time I've tried listening. 
 

For an interesting article on WSPR by G4ILO, see 
http://www.g4ilo.com/wspr.html 
 

Also, Bill N2CQR talks about some great results he's 
been getting using WSPR (including 20 mill watts 
across the Atlantic) in his recent Solder Smoke pod-
ca s t  a t  h t t p : / /www . so l de r smoke . c om/
soldersmoke107.mp3 
 

73 de Graham (Gra) G3ZOD FISTS #8385 
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Thanks for an excellent report and article Graham... 
Very interesting reading... 
 

And from Stan K4UK with his comments on the WARC 
during April... 
 

Rob - M0BPT: 
Quite a surprise to pick up two new grids in the last 
hour of the month. - Hi! Had a nice chat with Lin, 
G4DZE and was surprised because we both were run-
ning low power - He at 30 Watts and me at 14 Watts. 
Missed a solid week due to other commitments. 
73, Stan - K4UK 
 

Thanks for the info Stan, it shows that no matter how 
long is left in any activity, surprises come along at 
any time. Guess you were pleased that you worked 
into the last hour to grab some extra points... 
 

From G4LHI with his comments on the May ladder... 
 

Hello Robert, 
 

I attach my, very small claim, and brief report, for 

the May Ladder. I wish to thanks all those members & 

non members that helped with my May Ladder & a 

score of 27 points. The low score I am afraid is the 

result of poor conditions on the bands again, together 

with the fact that I could not devote quite as much 

time as usual owing to domestic reasons with  
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Jeans poor health. Hope in the near future things will 
improve on both counts. 
 

Hope the EUCW QRS Party went well, I was so disap-
pointed that I could not be active for that event, I 
have always enjoyed that and meeting up with old 
friends. 
 

73/88 to you all & look forward to the June Ladder 
 

De Peter G4LHI # 2219 
 

Thanks for taking time from your busy schedule to 
join in the May ladder Peter. As mentioned earlier, 
we all hope Jean makes a speedy recovery to good 
health... 
 

And from Stan K4UK with his comments regarding 
the May WARC activity. 
 

Rob - M0BPT: 
As you can see I had conflicts during the beginning of 
the month 
And wasn't able to get on until the 17th. So only 3 
new multipliers in May. Did work John, ZL1BYZ a 
couple times, but can't seem to get Ralph, ZL2AOH 
or Nigel, ZL2TX to hear me - Hi! Only 8 QSO's with 
FISTS members this month. 
Guess June will be the last month for the 2009 WARC 

Band Challenge. I shall miss it. Now I'll need a new 

challenge to keep me active on the bands. I have 

been chasing the 2009 CW / Phone Award Log. To 

date I've exchanged Telephone  
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Area Codes with 72 folks but in only 56 unique Area 
Codes. All but 5 of those QSO's were on the WARC's. 
73, Stan - K4UK 
 

Thanks for your comments Stan; yes indeed, June 
will see the end of the WARC Challenge for the fore-
seeable future. Almost all of the participants have 
emailed to say that they'll miss the activity but, as 
the interest has been diminishing over the years, I'd 
decided to end it if no more interest was forthcom-
ing... And I'd like it to go out on high point and be 
remembered with affection by all who participated in 
it... 
 

Let’s take a look at the results tables for the past 
two months... 
OK let’s look at the results tables. 
 

Firstly the Ladder table 

 
 

 

CALL JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 

G4LHI 29 40 44 30 27 

M5ABN 27 40 27 21 0 

IK2RMZ 7 12 20 0 43 

G4CMZ 0 21 26 22 5 

G0BAK 6 8 16 14 12 

M0DRK 10 22 15 0 8 

2E0TEK 18 20 14 0 0 

G3ZOD 8 12 11 7 7 

OH7QR 15 4 5 5 12 

G8XGQ 2 10 0 0 0 
 

 

TOTALS 

170 

115 

82 

74 

56 

55 

52 

45 

41 

12 
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And the WARC Table 

 
 
Here are a couple of images sent from G4LHI at my re-
quest with his "FIST of the year 2008" award. Thanks 
to Peter for sharing these with us. 
 

 

 
And I’ve received a more up 

to date image of G3HAL with 

his EYAW Award 

 

CALL JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 

K4UK 41 160 67 59 44 

IK2RMZ 37 50 37 77 109 

W4YE 41 48 15 12 0 

G3ZOD 100 59 10 16 5 

OH7QR 31 25 41 26 66 

G8XGQ 15 10 4 0 0 

W4FCR(C) 4 13 0 1 2 

DL1GBZ 0 0 0 2 0  

 

 

MASTER 

27454 

7750 

1392 

950 

756 

116 

80 

2 
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Time to get on with the long awaited EUCW QRS 
results. I was quite surprised to notice the lack of 
interest this year in the event, if it wasn’t for the 
support given by our CW friends from the QRP 
clubs, the entrant table would have been very mea-
gre indeed! 
EUCW QRS Party results 2009 
This years EUCW QRS Party was poorly attended, 
but nonetheless entrants did have an enjoyable 
week, going was tough, with band conditions being 
the major reason I think for many to give up on the 
event... Many thanks to those who did battle on 
and support EUCW QRS 2009. 
Let’s look at some of the reports-comments re-
ceived from participants. 
From Martin. IK2RMZ 
Hello Robert, 
This is my QRS Week log. This time I had no QRL 
on Monday and have a better results than last time 
when I was concentrating on WARC bands. The 
rate of genuine participants is extremely low and 
the lack of dupes is almost painful. However, some 
newcomers are in the log, so the exercise was not 
in vain. As usual I represent AGCW using member 
number 897, keeping in mind that I am ECM of 
AGCW. I logged 150 QSOs using 70W by default, 
never more than 100W 
These are the QSOs per antenna and band 
80M:23 dipole 
40M:54 zepp 
30M:29 dipole 
20M:39 ob95 
17M:3 ob95 
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15M:0 
12M:2 ob95 
10M:0 
The ob95 is a mid-sized 5band beam with full size 2el 
yagis on a common boom which delivers approx. 4dB gain 
over dipole. Condx were very poor only on May 5 there 
was a glimpse of short skip (sporadic E) The QRN was in-
creasingly heavy and made QSOs on the long bands al-
most impossible in the evening. 
Thanks for the overview Martin, and your support of the 
event. 
 
Dear Robert, 
It's my pleasure to send my log this year again. 
It was so nice to take 102 QSO's during the last week in 
QRS. 
I met some old friends and worked also several new OM's, 
But I missed G4LHI OM Peter from Huntingdon. 
Vy 73, Rosel DL2FCA I hope to be QRV next year again. 
Member of:   AGCW-DL 2051, HSC 1858, YL-CW-G 17 
And FMC 41 (THE FRIENDS OF S.F.B. MORSE CLUB) 
My STN:   KWD TS 450S 
ANT:  W3DZZ, 4 ELE BEAM 
KEY:   ETM 8C 
PWR:  100 WATTS 
Always a pleasure to hear from you Rosel. Thanks for 
your support of the event. 
 
From Erkki OH7QR a long time supporter of FISTS Activi-
ties. 
Hello Robert,  
 
Sorry, I didn't have much time to hang on bands because 
of gardening.  Also the quad-repairs kept me busy  
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Now the mast and antenna are working again. I'm sat-
isfied with it. Got some interesting DX.  
The best QSO was with home-made 1 Watt rig on 20 
M wit KZ1H 
73. Erkki fists 8318 
Pleased to hear from you Erkki good news on the Quad 
repair and the 1W QSO 
 
I was pleased to receive a log from Dima. UR4MCK His 
comments sum up the ethos of EUCW QRS. I hope 
you'll agree with his thoughts. 
 
Hello Robert, 
My name is Dima, UR4MCK and I have taken part in 
the EUCW QRS Party 2009 for the first time. Being a 
newbie CW operator, QRS QSOs is a good opportunity 
for friendly talks with hams like me. I saw EUCW QRS 
Party announcement in our RU-QRP club mailing list, 
so  I  dec ided  to  take  par t  in  i t . 
As for now, I am only can work on 10 MHz band be-
cause this antenna is only has a reasonable SWR, but 
others need fixing and installation...There was not so 
many folks working QRS during the QRS week. 73. 
Dima 
Thank you for your thoughts Dima, and welcome 
aboard. 
 
From Peter. G3JFS. Who has echoed my thoughts on 
this years EUCW 
Hi Robert,  
here is my log for the QRS Party. Compared to the Age 
week it was poorly supported but I can not understand 
why. I spent a lot of time on the air during the week 
and worked only about a dozen members and a few 
lapsed ones. 
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Thanks as ever Peter for your support of the activity. 
I'd noticed from the logs received, that FISTS mem-
bers were conspicuous by their absence. 
******************* 
From UA1ASB/qrp. The QRP people really made a 
good show in this year’s event. It does illustrate just 
what can be achieved with modest power levels. 
Hello Robert. 
This is my first QRS party, and I am very glad with 
QSO. It is especially pleasant; to answer CQ QRS be-
ginner CW operators also help their first QSO.  
For slow Morse activity I chose 80m band that is a 
good test for my new antenna “Zeppelin” and QRP rig 
SW+ 80, home brewing by Victor, UA1CEX.  
Unfortunately, I had only three free evenings, but 
nevertheless, I had 30 QSO's on 80m band only. Class 
B, QRP power 2w. 

 
An image of UA1ASB's modest QRP station 
Again, UA1ASB sums up the whole reason why EUCW 
is a good place to be for the newcomer to the mode. 
**************** 
From Harald. DL1HW 
Dear Robert,  

Here I'm back again to CW. After having missed your 

last year's QRS party I finally made it this year during 

3 days.  
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Unfortunately still on the same beginners level or 
maybe even worse. However I don't give up. 
My thanks go to all the brave and patient OMs who 
took a lot of time to reply in QRS to my frequent re-
quests: "pse rpt ...” 
  
My special thanks go to Ray G0EML who replied two 
times to my CQ QRS. 
  
Robert thank you again for running the QRS Party. 
P l e ase  f i n d  a t t a ched  my  m in i  l og . 

Vy 73 de Har-
ald,DL1HW 
 
Always a pleasure 
to receive your 
entry Harald. You 
are continuing to 
persevere with 
CW. I wish you 
every success 
and suggest you 
call "CQ QRS" 
more frequently. 
I'm sure you will 
receive many re-
plies. 

************************ 
 
Let’s look at the final results table for EUCW QRS 
2009. 
 

CALL POINTS CLUB PWR 

G3JFS 156 FISTS QRO (A) 

IK2RMZ 150 AGCW QRO (A) 

DL2FCA 102 AGCW QRO (A) 

G0EML 92 FISTS QRO (A) 

OH7QR 13 FISTS QRO (A) 

DL1HW 6 AGCW QRO (A) 

HB9DEO 4 HTC QRO (A) 

RW3AI 32 RU-QRP QRP (B) 

UA1ASB 30 RU-QRP QRP (B) 

UU7JF 10 RU-QRP QRP (B) 

UR4MCK 8 RU-QRP QRP (B) 
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Congratulations go to Peter, G3JFS for achieving 1st 
place in the QRO section of this years EUCW QRS Party. 
Closely followed by Martin, IK2RMZ; and a very worthy 
3rd place goes to Rosel, DL2FCA  
 
The guys from the RU-QRP club who decided to take 
part this year deserve hearty thanks, without them, the 
class B section would have been non-existent! So con-
gratulations go to RW3AI, UA1ASB, and UU7JF respec-
tively for their 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place scores. 
The "Most Readable Morse" certificate goes to Ray 
GØEML. With shared awards presented to G3JFS, 
IK2RMZ, and DL2FCA. Congratulations to all. It's al-
ways a pity each year when nominations are received 
for members who did not submit a log, let’s hope that 
next years EUCW event is better attended, and more 
will send a log for scrutiny. 
 
Thanks to all who took time to come on air and support 
the event. I was concerned to note that not many 
FISTS were on air when looking through the logs re-
ceived; to echo the comments from G3JFS, after the 
success of the EYAW event; EUCW was poorly sup-
ported. I shall look into other means of getting the 
event(s) publicised with a higher profile for next year. 
Finally, don’t forget SKW (Straight Key Week) later this 
year. 
6th-12th September 2009. Full rules can be found in the 
winter edition 2008 of KEYNOTE. Or visit my unofficial 
website 
h t t p : / /www .m0bp t . pwp . b l u e y o n d e r . c o . u k /
activity_calendar_2009.htm 
That’s all from me for this edition. Till the next time. 
Keep well, keep pounding Brass! 
73. MØBPT 
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The last word 

 

Well we are at the end of another edition and this edi-
tion really went together quickly thanks to all the let-
ters/articles from the members so many thanks to any-
one that sent anything in, I have a couple of articles 
letters that turned up a little late for this one and they 
will be in the Autumn edition.  
 
Following on from Johns comments about Geo’s straw-
berry basket, yes please drop me a email, letter or 
postcard with just a few lines letting me know what 
your up to on the radio, anything long or short will be 
welcome and I will be happy to put you in print, some-
times a note of just a couple of lines would be great to 
fill in a little blank space so please help me out.  
 
The next couple of months will be busy for me , I’m 
trying to get the schools IT resources sorted out for the 
new year so I don't think I will get much chance to get 
on the radio for a while. 
 
Anyway enjoy the summer, its belting down with rain 
right now but the last month or two hasn't been bad 
and I’m hoping for a few more decent months so I can 
take Anne and Chris on holiday in the camper, if you’re 
in Brean during August I may bump into you. 
 
73 for now and see you soon. 
 
Paul  M0BMN 
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